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Silicone 450
450 Builders Silicone is a premium quality low
modulus non-corrosive neutral cure silicone
sealant that adheres to virtually all substrates,
both porous and non-porous. Typically used for
construction expansion joints and perimeter

pointing of all types of door and window
frames. Conforms to BS 5889(A) and ISO 11600.
Available in the following colours: white,
translucent, brown, black, grey and buff (special
colour).

SIZE SIZE
C3 Cartridge – white, translucent, brown,
black, grey

C3 Cartridge – buff

Silicone 700T
Silicone 700T is a fast cure, neutral cure, low
modulus sealant specially formulated for the
PVCu and roofline industry. For perimeter
pointing window and door frames, sealing

plastic roofline areas and general
weathersealing. Conforms to BS 5889 (A) and
ISO 11600 F-12.5E.

SIZE SIZE
C3 Cartridge – white C3 Cartridge – Other Colours

CONTRACTORS PVA
Contractors PVA is a multi-purpose primer,
sealer, cement and plaster admixture that
adheres to most common building and DIY

materials. Ideal for priming and dust sealing on
flaking surfaces and as an adhesive on wood,
cork etc.

SIZE
5 Litre

203 Accelerator & Frostproofer
Accelerator & Frostproofer is a liquid additive
formulated to accelerate setting and hardening
times of mortar, concretes, screeds and
rendering to provide frost protection during the

setting period. Effective even in sub-zero
temperatures and can also be used in normal
temperatures where a rapid set is required and
as a plugging admixture.

SIZE SIZE
5 Litre 25 Litre

ForeverWhite
Forever White is a superior silicone sealant that is
permanently waterproof and flexible and ideal for
sealing: shower bases and cubicles, wetrooms,
around baths, sinks and basins. It is also ideal for
use in kitchens and utility rooms and for sealing

around window and door frames. With Microban
the worlds leading branded anti-bacterial solution
integrated into the manufacturing process,
Forever White is guaranteed to stop black mould
growth for 10 years. Conforms to ISO 11600.

SIZE

C3 Cartridge
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207 Zeromix CFF
Zeromix CFF is a double action frostproofer and
air entraining mortar admixture for use
throughout the winter period. Improves
workability of mortar and increases resistance to

frost in both wet and hardened state. Chloride
free, can be used with steel reinforced concrete
structures. To BS 4887.

SIZE SIZE
5 Litre 25 Litre

PINKGRIP D4Wood Bond
Wood Bond D4 is a solvent free industrial grade
D4 wood adhesive based upon the latest hybrid
resin technology. Can be used internally or
externally, gives a high strength, totally
waterproof, impact and temperature resistant

bond that is usually stronger than the wood
itself. Ideal for wood working, joinery and
commercial assembly work. Dries clear. Easy
water clean up. Sets in ten minutes.
Colour: white.

SIZE SIZE
1 Litre 5 Litre

ONE STRIKE FILLER
A revolutionary filler formulated using
lightweight polymer bubbles that fills most
holes and cracks, even deep holes, in just one
quick application with no need for secondary

filling to level off as One Strike will not shrink,
sag or crack. One Strike Filler finishes smooth,
requiring little or no sanding and can be ready to
paint in approximately 15 minutes.

SIZE SIZE
250 ml
500 ml
1 Litre

5 Litre
10 Litre

POWER PRO Sealant Gun
The ultimate heavy duty sealant gun, extra pull
trigger, hook end and swivel action barrel for

both 310ml and 400ml cartridges.

SIZE

C4/400 ml

201 Mortar Admix
Mortar Admix is an air entraining plasticiser that
replaces lime in the mix to provide an easy to
work “butter like” consistency to the mortar and
to prevent shrinkage, cracking and crazing during

the setting process. For use in brick laying and
plastering mortars. Provides a degree of frost
resistance and long term resistance to freeze-
thaw cycles when set. To BS 4887.

SIZE SIZE

5 Litre
25 Litre

200 Litre
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Timber & Laminate Sealant
ColourMatch Timber & Laminate Sealant is a
polymer rich, permanently flexible sealant and
gap filler designed for sealing around laminate
flooring, fitted furniture and kitchen worktops.
Formulated using high clarity lightfast colour
pigments, the 6 colour range offers a near or
exact match to many popular laminate floors and
melamine board finishes. Timber & Laminate
Sealant is silicone and solvent free, however,
unlike conventional matt finish water-based

sealants, it leaves a satin finish which will not pick
up dirt and can be easily cleaned with normal
household cleaners. If desired the product can be
painted, varnished or woodstained. The crystal
clear colour is particularly suitable for
overcoating with woodstain, as the finish
achieved will reflect the actual finish that is
obtained on the surrounding timber.
Available in the following colours: beech, crystal
clear, mahogany, oak, pine, polar white, cherry.

SIZE
C3 Cartridge

WORKTOP JOINT Sealant
ColourMatchWorktop Joint Sealant & Adhesive is
a solvent free system for bonding and sealing
kitchen worktop joints. Available in a flexible tube
in a range of 9 colours that most importantly can
also be intermixed to provide almost endless

colour possibilities. Resistant to cleaning
chemicals and bacterial mould growth. Available in
sets in the following colours: China blue, Empire
green, Terracotta, Deep buff, Pastel grey,
Champagne, Polar white, Black ash, Oyster white.

SIZE SIZE
100 ml Black ash only Set containing one of each colour 9 x 100ml

Cotton Dust Sheet
Genuine cotton twill, protect from spills,
splashes and dust. Strong hardwearing cotton

resists wear from tools, stepladders and feet.
Reversible, machine washable.

SIZE

12’ x 9’ Sheet

125 One Hour Caulk
125 One Hour Caulk is a fast drying flexible
decorators filler and sealant that remains
permanently flexible. Can be overpainted with

most paint types or covered over with
wallpaper; no sanding down required.

SIZE

C3 Cartridge

SILICONE EATER
Silicone Eater is a revolutionary new chemical that
removes all types of silicone sealant by digesting
and breaking up the sealant. Silicone Eater is

harmless to most surrounding surfaces and can be
used to remove sealant from baths, kitchen
worktops, basins, showers, door and window frames.

SIZE
150 ml Cartridge
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General Purpose Silicone
General Purpose Silicone is a high modulus
silicone sealant that adheres to most smooth
and non-porous materials. Contains an anti-
fungal compound to prevent mould growth in

areas of high humidity. Forms a permanently
flexible rubber seal. Conforms to BS 5889(B).
Available in the following colours: white, clear,
brown and black.

SIZE
310 ml Cartridge

Silicone 200
Contract grade acetoxy cure silicone sealant. For
general glazing, weatherproofing, sanitary and
gap sealing applications. Quick curing, mould

resistant. Conforms to BS 5889 (except clause 9).
Available in the following colours: white,
translucent, brown and black.

SIZE
C3 Cartridge

Silicone 335
335 Construction Silicone is a low modulus
reactive cure silicone sealant specially
formulated as a cost-effective PVCu sealant,
which also adheres to many common building

substrates. Conforms to BS 5889(A) and ISO
11600. Available in the following colours: white,
translucent, brown, bronze, black, grey and
toffee.

SIZE
C3 Cartridge

Silicone 500
500 Bath & Sanitary Silicone is a premium quality
high modulus acetoxy cure silicone sealant that
contains a high level of powerful anti-fungal
compound to prevent mould and fungal growth.
Typically used in areas of high humidity, such as

bathrooms, toilets, showers and kitchens in both
commercial and domestic applications.
Conforms to BS 5889(B) and ISO 11600. Available
in the following colours: white, translucent,
ivory, sandstone, manhattan grey.

SIZE
C3 Cartridge

AC50 Acoustic Sealant & Adhesive
AC50 Acoustic Sealant & Adhesive is a high
strength, permanently flexible sealant and
adhesive specifically formulated for sealing and
bonding plasterboard and other kraft lined

insulation boards. Typically used for walls,
ceilings and dry lining applications.
Independently tested to BS EN ISO 140/3.
Colour: white.

SIZE SIZE
900 ml Jumbo Cartridge C4 Cartridge



AC95 Acoustic Intumescent Sealant
AC95 Acoustic Sealant & Adhesive is an
intumescent acrylic sealant and adhesive
specifically formulated for fire rated sealing and
bonding applications on plasterboard and other

kraft lined insulation boards. Provides up to 5
hours fire resistance, tested to BS 476, part 20/22.
Independently tested to BS EN ISO 140/3.
Colour: white.

SIZE
900 ml Jumbo Cartridge

FIREMATE
Fire Mate Sealant is an intumescent acrylic
sealant that swells when exposed to
temperatures in excess of 150°C to prevent the
passage of fire and smoke and has a fire rating of

up to 5 hours in certain joint configurations. Fire
rated to BS 476 Part 20. Available in the
following colours: white, brown and grey.

SIZE
C3 Cartridge

WONDERWIPES
Multi-use Wonder Wipes have become the first
choice wipe of the nations builders and
tradesmen. Specially formulated to clean hands,
tools and surfaces from wet and semi-cured

paint, sealant, adhesive, bitumen, expanding
foam, oil, grease and even silicone. Particularly
useful when there is no water on site. Available
in dispensing tubs.

SIZE
100 Wipe Trade Tub

INSTANT NAILS
Instant Nails is a high strength solvent free gap
filling multi use adhesive that provides a quick
grab and replaces mechanical fixings in many

home improvement applications. Dries white
and may be overpainted if required.
Colour: white.

SIZE
C3 Cartridge

Jumbo Sealant Gun

With swivel action and extra heavy duty push
rod mechanism to cope with stiff acoustic

sealants. For all 900 ml cartridges.

SIZE
900 ml Cartridge
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PINKGRIP
Pinkgrip will stick just about anything on a
building site that needs sticking. Its amazing
grabbing strength not only removes the need to
pin under the workpiece to prevent slumping,
but its revolutionary initial ’Direct Bond’

eliminates the need for double stick methods.
Pinkgrip can be used inside and outside and
adheres to just about every building substrate.
Colour: pink.

SIZE
350 ml Cartridge

GUNANAIL EXTRA
Gun A Nail Extra is a high strength, gap filling
adhesive providing extra bond strength and a
quick cure in external applications. Gun A Nail

Extra is also ideal for bonding two non-porous
materials together.
Colour: beige.

SIZE SIZE
C3 Cartridge C4 Cartridge

PINKGRIP SF
Pinkgrip SF is a radically new direct bond
adhesive with all the legendary grabbing

performance of original Pinkgrip but in a solvent
free formula. Colour: pink.

SIZE
350 ml Cartridge

STIXALL
Stixall based upon new Hybrid PMS Polymer
technology is the ultimate combined building
adhesive and sealant, with the power to both

bond and seal virtually everything to anything.
Water resistant, can be applied to wet surfaces.
Colour: beige.

SIZE
290 ml Cartridge

LUMBERJACK 5Minute PolyurethaneWood Adhesive Gel
Lumberjack 5 Minute Polyurethane Wood
Adhesive Gel is a thixotropic, transparent, gap
filling gel which sets hard in just 5 minutes.
Particularly suitable for equipment manufacture

and production line applications where rapid
handling is required. Conforms to EN 204.
D4 Strength.
Colour: transluscent.

SIZE
310 ml Cartridge



LUMBERJACK 5Minute PolyurethaneWood Adhesive Liquid
Lumberjack 5 Minute Polyurethane Wood
Adhesive Liquid is brown in colour and is ideal
for larger applications, or in the workshop where

greater economy is required. Sets hard in 5
minutes. Conforms to EN 204. D4 strength.
Colour: brown.

SIZE
750 gm

LUMBERJACK 30Minute PolyurethaneWood Adhesive Gel
Lumberjack 30 Minute Polyurethane Wood
Adhesive Gel is a thixotropic, transparent, gap
filling gel which sets hard in 30 minutes.

Conforms to EN 204. D4 Strength.
Colour: translucent.

SIZE
310 ml

LUMBERJACK 30Minute PolyurethaneWood Adhesive Liquid
Lumberjack 30 Minute Polyurethane Wood
Adhesive Liquid is brown in colour and ideal for
larger, horizontal applications where greater

economy is required. Sets hard in 30 minutes.
Conforms to EN 204. D4 Strength.
Colour: brown.

SIZE
750 gm

SILVER SCRIM Plasterboard Jointing Tape
Silver Scrim is a high tack self-adhesive,
fibreglass re-enforced plasterers tape which is
uniquely coloured to differentiate it from the
many low quality tapes on the market. For joint

finishing, crack and hole repairs. Eliminates the
need for pre plastering. Flexible to prevent
bubbling.
Colour: silver.

SIZE
48 mm x 90 Mtr

CONTACT ADHESIVE
Stick 2 All Purpose Contact Adhesive is a
premium grade rubber based contact adhesive
suitable for use with a wide variety of materials
for both professional and DIY use. The product
may be used internally and externally for

bonding decorative laminates, all types of wood,
rigid PVC, ABS, leather, cork, linoleum, rubber,
stone, metals and dense fabrics. All tins are fully
printed.
Colour: beige.

SIZE
125 ml
250 ml

750 ml
5 Litre
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SPRAY CONTACT ADHESIVE
Stick 2 Spray Contact Adhesive is a sprayable
glue which bonds to most common materials
including wood, concrete, stone, tiles, rubber,
foam, metals, rigid plastics, polyethylene, canvas

fabrics, cardboard, paper and cork. Ideal for
securing most carpets/floor coverings. Suitable
for internal and external use, giving permanent
or temporary adhesion. Colour: beige.

SIZE
500 ml Aerosol

INDUSTRIAL SUPERGLUE G.P
Medium viscosity formula fills gaps to 0.1mm.
For use on perfect fit surfaces where fast set is
required. Bonds non porous surfaces eg most
plastics, metals, glass, PVCu, rubber and EPDM.

Viscosity at 25°c – 100cps. Set time 5 to 15
seconds. Packed in self merchandising display
boxes.
Colour: clear.

SIZE SIZE
20 gm
50 gm

100 gm

INDUSTRIAL SUPERGLUE H.V
High viscosity formula for porous and non
porous substrates where a slightly delayed set is
required. For use on MDF, rubber, metals, PVCu

and plastics. Viscosity at 25°C – 1500 cps. Set
time 10 to 30 seconds. Packed in self
merchandising display boxes. Colour: clear.

SIZE SIZE
20 gm 50 gm

SUPERGLUE De-Bonder
For de-bonding cured cyanoacrylate adhesive
from most common surfaces eg. steel, plastic,

wood, glass and rubber. Can also be used on skin
when applied as instructions.

SIZE
20 ml

Smart Tack Handy
Standard aerosol for smaller jobs. Offers all
benefits with lower pressure application.

Coverage: 500 ml aerosol will cover 8–10m2.

SIZE
500 ml
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All Purpose Silicone Spray
All Purpose Silicone Spray is a dry silicone
lubricant and mould release agent for the easing
of friction between two surfaces. Ideal for use in
mould making/release industries, to ease

installation of rubber and EPDM gaskets to
window and door frames and has 100's of uses
around the home, garage, workshop and
industry.

SIZE
400 ml

Contact Adhesive Thinner & Cleaner
Stick 2 Contact Adhesive Thinner & Cleaner is a
highly aggressive solvent, specially blended for
both thinning All Purpose Contact Adhesive and

for cleaning up excess adhesive after application.
Works on either wet or dry adhesive.

SIZE SIZE
250 ml 1 Litre

All Purpose Tape
Top quality all purpose cloth tape, adheres to
almost all materials. Available in the following

colours: silver, black, red and white.

SIZE
50 mm x 50 Mtr

PU40 Puraflex Foil Pack
A premium quality, high modulus polyurethane
sealant and adhesive.Provides exceptional
resistance to mechanical wear, typically used for
sealing floor joints that are subject to high

traffic. Excellent chemical resistance, can be
overpainted and conforms to SNJF, ISO 11600
standards. Available in White, Black, Grey and in
C3 Cartridges.

SIZE
600ml

METOLUX Pro Fill
Professional 2 part multi purpose filler for
joinery, decorating and building applications,
suitable for repairing most building materials

including concrete, metal, wood and GRP. Rapid
cure non-tack surface that’s easy to sand.
Colour: light grey.

SIZE
500 gm
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METOLUXMulti-PurposeWood Filler & Stopper
• Easy to sand
• Fills nail holes, cracks, gaps and minor
imperfections in wood

• Solvent free

• Can be stained, varnished and painted
Available in two stainable colours: light and
medium.

SIZE SIZE
310 ml Cartridge
100 ml Squeeze Tube

250 ml Tub

METOLUX 2 Part High PerformanceWood Filler
• Fast drying
• Exterior & interior
• Easy to mix and apply

• Weatherproof
Available in 6 popular colours plus light and
medium stainable shades.

SIZE SIZE
500 gm Tin
1.4 kg Tin

6 kg Tin

METOLUX TIMBAFIL Premium Soft Stain 2 Part Wood Filler
Metolux “Soft Stain” 2 part Wood Filler is a
premium quality high performance, two
component polyester filler that provides a
tough, long lasting repair to all woods. Soft stain
is specially formulated using a lighter filler
medium to ensure acceptance of all types of

wood stain, once mixed, the filler sets hard to a
shatterproof finish in approximately 30 minutes
(at any depth) and may be drilled, carved or
planed once dry. The extra fine grade of fillers
used make it ideal for cabinet making where a
highly polished finish is required.

SIZE SIZE
370 gm Tin 900 gm Tin

METOLUX TIMBERMATE Premium Joiners Grade 1 Part Wood Filler
Metolux Joiners Grade Wood Filler is a premium
quality one component filler ideal for filling
small imperfections (max 5m depth) in wood.
The extra fine grade of fillers used make it ideal
for cabinet making where a highly polished finish

is required. Once dry the filler leaves a sandable
surface, which can be stained, painted, varnished
or dyed, even with microporous stains. The filler
is waterproof when dry and hence is suitable for
exterior as well as interior applications.

SIZE
250 ml Tin
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528 IMPACT Contact Adhesive
Evo-Stik 528 is a general purpose one part
polychloroprene rubber/resin contact adhesive.
It is particularly suitable for bonding decorative
laminated plastic sheets, and rigid plastic sheets
of PVS or ABS, to wood, wood composite boards
and to metals. It may also be used to bond

insulating fibre boards and acoustic tiles to
suspended or vertical surfaces such as flat-
surfaced ceilings or walls. It has excellent final
bond and shear strength, a high initial grab and
good temperature resistance.

SIZE SIZE

5 Litre
2.5 Litre
1 Litre

500 ml
250 ml
Large tube

EVO-STICK PRODUCTS

TX 528 THIXOTROPIC Contact Adhesive
Evo-Stik TX528 is a thixotropic one part
polychloroprene rubber/resin contact adhesive
with non drip properties. The thixotropic
characteristic makes it particularly clean and

easy to spread, and being non-drip, it is ideal for
use on vertical and soffit surfaces. It is suitable
for similar applications as 528 Contact Adhesive.

SIZE SIZE

5 Litre 1 Litre

191 CLEANER for Solvent Based Adhesives

SIZE SIZE

5 Litre 250 ml

Wood Adhesive Extra Fast RESIN ‘W’
Evo-Stik Extra Fast Resin ‘W’ Wood Adhesive is a
one part synthetic resin emulsion adhesive
which has been specially developed for wood
bonding operations involving both softwoods
and hardwoods. It does not produce undue wear

on woodworking tools, is fast setting and the
bond strength is generally better than the timber
itself. It can be used on all woods, is freeze/thaw
stable, non-flammable and complies with
BS4071: 1996 (EN204).

SIZE SIZE

5 Litre
2.5 Litre
1 Litre

500 ml
250 ml
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Wood AdhesiveWeatherproof
Evo-Stik Weatherproof Wood Adhesive is a one
part water resistant synthetic resin emulsion
adhesive which has been specially developed for
wood bonding operations involving both
softwoods and hardwoods. It does not produce
undue wear on woodworking tools, is fast

setting and the bond strength is generally better
than the timber itself. It can be used on all
woods, is freeze/thaw stable, non-flammable
and complies with BS4071: 1996 (EN204). It is
water resistant to EN 204 D3.

SIZE SIZE

5 Litre
1 Litre

500 ml

GUN-O-PRENE Panel Adhesive
Evo-Stik Gun-O-Prene Panel Adhesive is a gun
grade, high bond strength synthetic rubber/resin
adhesive with gap filling properties which is
suitable for bonding a wide range of wall

cladding panels to most types of interior wall
substrates. It has safe and easy application from
cartridges with integral nozzles, bonds to most
substrates and has a high initial grab.

SIZE

380 ml Cartridge

EVOMASTIC Frame Sealant
Evomastic is a high quality oil-based sealant
which offers easier application, greater slump
resistance and improved weathering over most
competing sealants. It is extremely versatile
where movement is a small percentage of joint
width, both in new work and as a maintenance

re-sealing material. It has negligible shrinkage
and can be overpainted and is serviceable in all
normal weather conditions.

Available in the following colours: Natural, Black,
White, Grey and Mahogany.

SIZE

310 ml Cartridge

ROOF ANDGUTTER SEALANT (Black)
Evo-Stik Roof & Gutter Sealant is a gap filling
sealant based on plasticised asphaltic bitumen.
It contains no tar or pitch. It can be used for
external joints in walls between concrete,
brickwork and metal where a black sealant is
acceptable, as a bedding seal for roof fixtures, as

a perimeter joint for asphalt roof treatments. It
can also be used for sealing joints in rain water
goods. It has excellent adhesion to most
building materials and good waterproofing
characteristics.

SIZE

310 ml Cartridge
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FLASHBANDOriginal (Grey)
Evo-Stik Flashband Original is a self adhesive
flashing strip which provides an instant waterproof

seal. It is ideal for emergency repairs to roofs and
gutters and can be applied in damp conditions.

SIZE SIZE

10mtr x 50mm Roll
10mtr x 75mm Roll
10mtr x 100mm Roll
10mtr x 150mm Roll

10mtr x 225mm Roll
10mtr x 300mm Roll
10mtr x 450mm Roll
10mtr x 600mm Roll

FIRESEAL Fire Resistant Silicone Joint Sealant
Evo-Stik Fireseal is a superior fire resistant
silicone joint sealant combining the
performance characteristics of a mid-modulus
silicone with the unique property of resistance
to fire. It emits an extremely low level of toxic
fumes and it does not smoke to an appreciable

extent. It is therefore most suitable for use in
public areas and fire escape routes. It is assessed
to BS476: Part 20: 1987 to give up to four hours
fire resistance depending on application.
Available in in the following colours: White and
Grey.

SIZE

310 ml Cartridge

FLASHBAND Plus with Primer
Evo-Stik Flashband Plus with Primer is
recommended for rough or dusty surfaces, such

as masonry and concrete, to achieve the
maximum bond.

SIZE SIZE

3.75mtr x 75mm Roll
3.75mtr x 100mm Roll
3.75mtr x 150mm Roll

3.75mtr x 225mm Roll
3.75mtr x 300mm Roll

FLASHBAND Primer
Emulsion based primer for use with Flashband Original

SIZE

1 Litre

FIRE PROTECTION
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DOWCORNING 781 Construction Silicone Sealant
A high modulus, flexible acetoxy silicone sealant
suitable for glazing applications, weathersealing
of sheet cladding, curtain walls, draughtproofing
and general internal sealing applications.

Conforms to ISO 11600-G-20HM.
Available in the following colours: White, Black,
Clear, Aluminium, Grey and Brown.

SIZE

310 ml Cartridge

CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS – SILICONES

DOWCORNING 785 Sanitaryware Silicone Sealant
A high modulus, one component acetoxy
silicone sealant for sealing around sanitary
fittings to give a water resistant hygienic seal. It

contains fungicide. Conforms to ISO 11600-F-
20HM. Available in the following colours: White,
Clear, Bahama Beige and Manhattan Grey.

SIZE

310 ml Cartridge

DOWCORNING 791Weatherseal Silicone Sealant
A low modulus, neutral curing, one part silicone
sealant for weathersealing of curtain walling,
building facades and expansion joints. Also
suitable for use as a frame sealant. Conforms to

ISO 11600-25LM. Available in the following
colours: Black, Stone, Bronze, Grey, White,
Brown, Limestone, Buff and Anthracite.

SIZE

310 ml Cartridge

DOWCORNING 794 Glazing Silicone Sealant (Clear)
A low modulus, clear, neutral curing silicone
sealant for use in glazing applications that utilise
polycarbonate sheeting, and for perimeter

pointing of door and window frames. Conforms
to ISO 11600-F&G-25LM.

SIZE

310 ml Cartridge

DOWCORNING 796 UPVC Silicone Sealant
A high modulus, acetoxy, one component
silicone sealant specifically designed for
weathersealing between PVC-U door and
window frames and most common construction

substrates. Conforms to ISO 11600-F&G-25LM.
Available in the following colours: White,
Bronze, Brown, Mahogany, Grey and Black.

SIZE

310 ml Cartridge
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DOWCORNING TRADEMATE Silicone Lead and Gutter Sealant (Grey)
Suitable for both the installation and
maintenance of gutter systems and downpipes. It

is also suitable for pointing joints between lead
flashing and brickwork, masonry or stonework.

SIZE

310 ml Cartridge

DOWCORNING Silicone Sealant Remover
Developed for removing unwanted cured
silicone sealant. Ideal for refurbishment of
sanitaryware, door or window frames,

worktops, etc. It is also suitable for removing
silicone that has been mistakenly applied.

SIZE

100 ml Tube

CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS – NON SILICONES

DOWCORNING Bath and Kitchen Seal Sanitaryware Silicone Sealant
A flexible silicone sealant specifically designed
for sealing sanitary fittings. It contains a
fungicide to prevent mould growth giving a

hygienic and water resistant seal. Available in the
following colours: White, Clear and Soft Cream.

SIZE

310 ml Cartridge

DOWCORNING Firestop 700 Fire Rated Silicone Sealant
Firestop 700 is a one part neutral silicone sealant
ideal for preventing the spread of smoke and
flames through expansion joints, pipe and cable

penetrations in fire related structures. Tested to
BS476 Part 22. Available in the following colours:
Grey and White.

SIZE

310 ml Cartridge

DOWCORNINGQuickgrip Gap Filling Adhesive
Quickgrip is ideal for fixing plasterboard or
timber panels, skirting boards, carpet gripper
strips, dado rails, general DIY and repairs. It has

instant grab and cures to form a high strength
bond. Buff only.

SIZE

350 ml Cartridge
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DOW CORNING PRODUCTS

DOWCORNING 580 Oil BasedMastic
An oil based mastic that can be used in a wide
range of external applications where anticipated
joint movement is low. Main uses include
pointing of metal and timber door and window

frames and repairs to roofs and flashings.
Available in the following colours: White, Grey,
Buff, Brown and Black.

SIZE

380 ml Cartridge

DOWCORNING 201 One Part Polysulphide Sealant
A flexible polysulphide sealant for expansion
joints in building and constructions. Gives
excellent adhesion to porous and non-porous

substrates. Conforms to BS5215. Available in the
following colours: White, Grey, Teak, Black, Red
and Buff.

SIZE

380 ml Cartridge

DOWCORNING 480 Painters Caulk Acrylic Sealant
A one part, fungus resistant emulsion acrylic
sealant. It offers good adhesion to a wide variety
of substrates and can be overpainted within one

hour. Specifically designed for internal perimeter
pointing and gap filling applications. White only.

SIZE

380 ml Cartridge

DOWCORNING Firestop 400 Intumescent Acrylic Sealant
Firestop 400 is ideal for internal perimeter
pointing of door and window frames, and in the
small joints formed where fire rated partition

sections meet. Tested to BS476 Part 22/Part 7.
Available in: White only.

SIZE

380 ml Cartridge
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GRIPFILL
A one part gap filling adhesive, Gripfill has been
developed to give exceptional bond strength
and adhesion to most solid building materials. It
bonds both porous and non absorbent materials

and cures quickly. It is flexible enough to be cut
to shape following the initial curing stage and is
compatible with silicone sealants for a
decorative or water tight finish.

SIZE

350 ml Cartridge

SOLVENT FREE GRIPFILL
Specially formulated to provide excellent initial
grab, solvent free Gripfill is a gap filling adhesive
which can also be used to bond products
sensitive to solvent such as expanded

polystyrene and flexible PVC. As it is white in
colour it is generally unobtrusive when using
materials such as PVC.

SIZE

310 ml Cartridge

PINK GRIP
Pink Grip is a revolutionary new direct bond
adhesive formulated specifically for the
professional user. It bonds to virtually all

common building surfaces and is designed for
both external and internal use.

SIZE SIZE

350 ml Cartridge 350 ml Cartridge – Solvent Free

UNIKA ColourWax Crayons
Coloured wax for repairing and retouching furniture products.

SIZE

10 sticks per box

MITREBOND
A rapid two part cornice adhesive which sets in
15 seconds. Specially designed and formulated
for use with MDF cornice, Mitrebond may also

be used with other timber and plastic
components such as gallery rail and provides a
solution to many jointing problems.

SIZE SIZE

50 ml Aerosol Pack 500 gm Superpack
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FISCHER General Purpose Polyurethane Foam
42748 (60001) Fischer Hand Foam
General Purpose
Fischer Foam is a one-component hand-applied
polyurethane foam that is ideal for all kinds of
filling and sealing tasks. It is ideal for filling gaps
around window and door frames that have been
secured using frame fixings. It has a high
insulation against heat, cold and noise, a large

filling capacity and can be sanded, filled and
painted. It is B3 foam suitable for general
purpose use.

42749 (60008) Fischer Gun Foam
General Purpose
As 42748 but for use with 62400 or 33208 guns.

SIZE SIZE

42748 (60001) Hand Applied 750 ml Can 42749 (60008) Gun Foam 750 ml Can

FISCHER Fire Barrier Foam
42755 (60009) Fischer Hand Foam Fire Retardant
A polyurethane hand applied foam including fire
retardant additives. It has a a high insulation
against heat, cold and noise, a large filling
capacity and can be sanded, filled and painted.
This product should be used in conjunction with

intumescent acrylic or silicone sealant to
provide a fire barrier. Fire rating: DIN 4102 B2
classification.

42754 (60007) Fischer Gun Foam Fire Retardant
As 42755 but for use with 62400 or 33208 guns.

SIZE SIZE

42755 (60009) Hand Applied 750 ml Can 42754 (60007) Gun Foam 750 ml Can

FISCHER Fire Stop Foam
42757 (60018) Fischer Fire Stop Foam
Approved to BS476: Part 20.
Fire retardant installation of window and door
frames. Fire and smoke retardant sealing of
connections between partition walls, ceilings and
floors. Filling of cavities. All applications where

fire retardant characteristics are required, such as
sealing of all openings in roof construction,
sealing of cable and pipe penetrations. Creation
of a sound proof screen. Bonding of insulation
materials. Application of sound-deadening layers.
Improving thermal insulation in cold store areas.

SIZE

42757 (60018) Hand Applied 750 ml Can

Universal Skeleton Gun

SIZE

C20/C30 Size
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FISCHER FoamGun

62400 Fischer Standard Gun
33208 Fischer Professional Gun
42750 (60013) Fischer Cleaner

Uncured Fischer Foam should be removed using
Fischer Cleaner. Supplied with two triggers for
both gun and hand use.

SIZE SIZE

62400 Standard Gun (Plastic)
33208 Professional Gun (Metal)

42750 (60013) Foam Gun Cleaner

FISCHER Intumescent Acrylic Sealant
42756 (60012) Fischer Intumescent Acrylic Sealant
A one-component plasto-elastic sealant based
on an acrylic polymer, FISCHER Fire Barrier IA is

specially formulated for interior and exterior
joints which require a fire resistance of up to 4
hours (according to BS476 part 22).

SIZE

42756 (60012) Intumescent Acrylic Sealant

FISCHER Two Component Foam
77543 Fischer Two Component Foam
For door frames, polyurethane foam, propellant

free, for use in standard skeleton gun.
Fire rating B2.

SIZE

77543 Two part 150ml Cartridge

WD40
A multi-purpose silicone free lubricant.

SIZE SIZE

250 ml (small) 450 ml (large)

SHUTTER FILL
A two part quick hardening filler for filling and surfacing formwork.

SIZE

1.5 kg
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FISCHERWET N FIX
42760 FISCHER WET N FIX
For masonry, ceramics, plasterboard and wood.

Use with plastic or nylon wall plugs. For light
weight applications only.

SIZE

10 pads per pack

Brummer Stopping
Small tins of one-part wood filler to suit interior
or exterior applications. Colours available:
Standard White, Pine, Light Oak, Natural Oak,

Medium Oak, Dark Oak, Teak, Ebony, Light
Mahogany, Medium Mahogany, Dark Mahogany
and Light Walnut.

SIZE SIZE

Exterior – Small Tin Interior – Small Tin

Extramite (Cascamite)
One-shot powdered resin wood glue.

SIZE SIZE

125gm (small)
220gm (medium)
500gm (large)

1.5 kg
3.0 kg
6.0 kg

POLYFILLA
Interior filler.

SIZE

2.0 kg

White Spirit

SIZE

2 Litre
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CONTRACT RANGE ADHESIVES

WEBBSEAL Acoustic Sealant
Acrylic sealant for filling and sealing gaps where
sound reduction and insulation are important.

SIZE

830 ml Cartridge

HERTINGWood Adhesive
Herting wood adhesive bonds a wide variety of
materials including plastic laminate, hard-wood,
softwood, hardboard, chipboard, natural wood
veneers and some insulation materials. If a high

degree of water resistance is required it is
suggested Herting water resistant wood
adhesive is used.

SIZE SIZE

5 Kg Water Resistant
5 Kg General Purpose

1 Kg Water Resistant
1 Kg General Purpose




